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We discuss the formation, evolution, and stability of microfluidic flows involving two or more miscible

fluids that have different viscosities. When two liquids that have widely different viscosities are injected

into a rigid microfluidic device, their flow streams can naturally rearrange to form lubricated threads or

stratified flows depending on the geometry and history of injection. An overview of two-fluid and three-

fluid flow configurations in microchannels having square cross-sections is given for a variety of

injection geometries. Miscible viscous fluid threads in confined microsystems can experience a range of

viscous instabilities, such as folding and swirling. We show that microfluidics can be used to cause two

or more instabilities to interact and co-evolve in diverging microchannels, thereby creating a variety of

complex flow patterns.
1. Introduction

Beyond advancing the miniaturization of biotechnologies

through lab-on-a-chip applications, microfluidic devices provide

versatile and powerful platforms for studying basic aspects of

fluid mechanics and rheology. Simple versions of microfluidic

systems have been used for many decades in probing and

exploring a variety of complex fluids and multiphase flows.

Examples of small-scale flow geometries include thin-gap

parallel-plate Hele-Shaw cells,1 interaction chambers in hard

microfluidic homogenizers,2 thin-gap Couette shear cells,3–6 and

capillary tubes having various shapes and sizes.7–9
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More recently, microfluidic devices have increasingly har-

nessed the power of lithography,10 yielding control over multiple

fluid injections and complex flow geometries. These develop-

ments have enabled the fabrication of integrated biochemical

sensors11,12 and a range of actuators, such as valves, heating

elements, and electrical conductors for manipulating electroki-

netic effects.13,14 Custom designed microfluidic cell geometries

that provide optical access, when used in combination with high-

speed microscopic imaging technology and digital control of

fluid flows, yield new control over driving stresses and insight

into highly complex flows in the absence of significant gravita-

tional effects and from low to moderate Reynolds numbers, Re.

Microfluidics can be used to create a variety of fluid instabil-

ities in a controlled manner. Interactions of flowing complex

fluids within solid microgeometries yield intriguing effects such

as structural rearrangements of aqueous foams,15–17 breakup and

coalescence of droplets,18–23 and the formation of multiple

emulsions and compound drops.24–26 In addition to producing
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some of the classic instabilities that occur between two fluids in

bounded systems, such as viscous fingering (i.e., Saffman–Tay-

lor)27–31 and capillary (i.e., Rayleigh–Plateau)32–34 instabilities,

microdevices have provided insight into elastic instabilities35–40

for non-Newtonian fluids at low Re, and inertial instabilities41–43

for moderate Re. Among the experimental challenges that exist

in the area of soft matter microfluidics, perhaps the most

important ones are: developing advanced and efficient litho-

graphic techniques that facilitate the construction of 3D micro-

channels, fabricating robust microdevices that can withstand

large injection pressures for handling highly viscous fluids, and

devising methods for rapidly mixing viscous materials at the

small scale.

The flow of miscible fluid streams having similar viscosities has

been studied in microfluidics for the formation of transverse and

longitudinal diffusion gradients.44–46 A useful technique for

manipulating fluids consists in hydrodynamically focusing a

sample stream using sheath flows.47 The initial size and spread of

parallel streams have been experimentally and theoretically

examined for a variety of channel designs and flow rates.48–52

Mixing two different streams at the small-scale is rather chal-

lenging since it typically occurs through the relatively slow

process of diffusion. This situation is in contrast with large-scale

systems that rely on turbulence to blend fluids. To circumvent

this limitation, two main types of microsystems have been

developed: (a) active micromixers, which involve additional

energy sources or moving parts, and (b) passive micromixers,

which rely on flow properties and microgeometries.53 In general,

the objectives of micromixers are to increase the interfacial area

between fluids to reduce the diffusional path and to exploit the

concept of chaotic advection54 while minimizing both the fluid

residence time and the device dimensions. Mixing thicker soft

materials with thinner solvents (i.e. fluids having a large viscosity

contrast) in microchannels is very complex because the local

viscosity evolves as fluids mix and propagate through the

microchannel network, and only a few methods – including

acoustically induced bubbles,55 splitting-and-recombination

processes,56 and viscous folding instabilities57 – have been

investigated to date.

In this article, we provide a perspective on the use of micro-

fluidic technology for generating and studying interacting

viscous instabilities, focusing on miscible and Newtonian fluids

having large viscosity contrasts and flowing at low Re # O(1).

We show how the concept of self-lubrication58–60 between

differing-viscosity fluids can be utilized in microchannels to form

single or multiple threads of more viscous liquids that are

lubricated by less viscous liquids which co-flow and envelop the

threads. This typical core-annular flow configuration facilitates

both transport and manipulation of high-viscosity fluids at the

small scale. Using the superposition principle of low Reynolds

numbers flows, we show that threads can be used to build a

variety of 3D fluid arrangements within quasi-2Dmicrochannels.

Depending on material properties, injection geometries, and

rates, these threads and stratified flows then can undergo

different types of instabilities that can be used to increase the

fluid–fluid interfacial area, thereby reducing the diffusional path

and facilitating mixing.

Viscous fluids in slender geometries that impinge on surfaces

are known to buckle through viscous folding and coiling
10574 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10573–10582
instabilities.61–63 Such viscous instabilities result from both the

large viscosity coefficients of fluids and their structural configu-

rations, and can be produced at low Re in microchannels

between miscible Newtonian fluids (i.e., in the absence of inter-

facial tension). Therefore, these viscous instabilities are different

than the elastic, inertial, and capillary instabilities previously

mentioned. We illustrate the complex pattern formation

accompanying viscous instabilities through a series of experi-

mental results involving miscible Newtonian silicone oils injected

into hard silicon–glass microfluidic devices.

When two fluids are considered, we discuss the folding insta-

bility caused by the deceleration of a viscous thread surrounded

by thin miscible fluid in a diverging slit microchannel. The

folding instability can undergo a period doubling route to

chaotic folding.57 Ultimately, through a combination of

convection and diffusion, the liquids intermix and the observed

folding pattern, due to the optical refractive index difference

between the liquids, disappears further downstream. In a

different scenario, exploiting the laminar properties of micro-

flows, a viscous thread is formed in a manner that enables control

over the distance between the thread and the sidewall of a

microchannel that has a square cross-section. As the thread

begins to approach the sidewall, the gradient in velocity within

the outer less viscous oil exerts a torque on the thread, causing it

to undergo a ‘‘swirling’’ instability.64

When three miscible fluids are injected and flow co-currently

from a channel having a square cross-section to a diverging

channel, the number and complexity of flow patterns formed

become quite high. We show that several types of hydrodynamic

instabilities can be forced to occur, interact, and compete

simultaneously. For instance, three different miscible liquids can

be fed into a set of two cross-channels in series, and by

controlling the various injection points, viscosities, and flow

rates, different complex patterns, involving combinations of self-

lubrication, folding, swirling, and fingering instabilities, emerge.

We demonstrate that it is possible to form viscous fingers using

steady fluid injections of fully miscible fluids; yet, these fingers

are superimposed on a more complex flow pattern. Thus, some

patterns we report are reminiscent of the classic Saffman–Taylor

instability that occurs when a less viscous fluid displaces a more

viscous fluid at rest. However, in the more complex microfluidic

geometries that we have explored, coupling between time-

dependent and space-dependent complex fluid flows and viscous

material properties can lead to two or more interacting insta-

bilities. The resulting dynamical patterns that form are both

complex and interesting, and can provide a wealth of informa-

tion about the interplay and evolution of viscous fluid instabil-

ities in microfluidic systems.
2. Experimental methods

To produce and examine small-scale multi-fluid flows involving

two or more highly viscous liquids, it is desirable to avoid

problems that can occur when injecting these liquids into soft

microfluidic devices (e.g. unwanted deformation and separation

of sandwich layers caused by high injection pressures). By

contrast, hard microfluidic modules, made of silicon and glass,

provide robust resistance to high injection pressures, while

ensuring good optical access, and are therefore preferred.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 Schematics of symmetrical injection devices for the formation of

multi-fluid flows in square-cross-section microchannel connected to a

diverging channel of angle a. A slit channel and an outlet port further

downstream, well beyond the diverging channel region, is not shown. (a)

Dual hydrodynamic focusing sections in series. The length of the square

channels between section is not to scale (three injection ports, a ¼ 45�).
(b) Simultaneous injection scheme in a ‘‘spider-type’’ connection (four

injection ports, a ¼ 15�).

View Article Online
Silicon-based nanofabrication techniques offer the possibility to

construct non-deformable microchannels, which are used to

perform precise measurements and obtain quantitative data.

Double-side polished silicon layers are deep-reactive-ion-etched

through their entire thickness (h ¼ 100 mm) to form the micro-

channel sidewalls. The top and bottom walls are two glass plates,

and these are anodically bonded to the etched silicon piece to

fully seal the duct. A collimated light source is placed on one side

of the device and flows are monitored with a high-speed camera

through a high-magnification lens having a very long working

distance that is located on the other side of the channel. This

optical method visualizes flows using transmitted light in bright

field and overall enables the imaging of curved miscible fluid

interfaces (where there is a significant difference in refractive

index) in the absence of added dye. The test fluids consist of pure

silicone oils (poly-dimethylsiloxane or PDMS) having different

molecular weights. Such simple liquids are practical because a

change in viscosity does not significantly affect other properties,

such as surface tension. According to the Stokes–Einstein rela-

tion,65 the molecular diffusivity, however, is affected by the

molecular weight and low-viscosity oils are strongly diffusive

with respect to their high-molecular weight counterparts.66

Fluids are injected into the device and steady flow rates are

controlled using several independent syringe pumps.

The microgeometries of the hard microfluidic devices are

designed to create structured and stable viscous flows near the

injection region; these flows can then be destabilized in inter-

esting ways further downstream from the injection region. In

particular, we focus on basic micro-duct geometries having

symmetric injection ports, including: (1) parallel flows with

straight channels, which are either compact (square in cross-

section) or planar (high aspect ratio Hele-Shaw cell with side-

walls), and (2) extensional flows (such as diverging and

converging sections). Fluids are injected using various symmetric

hydrodynamic focusing sections connected to a square channel

discharging to a diverging channel characterized by a divergence

angle a [Fig. 1]. Low Re flows (i.e., creeping or Stoke flows)

typically have a very small entrance length,67 and the superpo-

sition principle for different velocity fields is evident.68 Here, we

are primarily interested in flow regimes that occur for steady fluid

injections (i.e., constant flow rates) into constrained micro-

geometries. In particular, we describe miscible multi-fluid flows

having either a ‘‘sequential’’ fluid injection scheme (i.e., injection

via cross-channels in series) with three injection ports [Fig. 1(a)]

or a simultaneous fluid injection scheme with four injection ports

to minimize the device footprint [Fig. 1(b)]. Ports and liquids are

indexed symmetrically from the center of the channel outward.

Compared to a single microfluidic focusing section, ‘‘port 1’’

corresponds to the central channel where the liquid L1 of

dynamic viscosity h1 is injected at a volumetric flow rate Q1,

‘‘port 2’’ corresponds to the side-channels where liquid L2 of

viscosity h2 is injected with the total flow rate Q2. The same

index-labeling rule applies for additional liquids and ports.

These devices permit the permutation of injection of lower and

higher viscosity liquids at controlled rates into the various

injection ports, in a systematic and symmetric fashion, enabling

the exploration of morphology and stability of multi-fluid flows

as a function of initial conditions (i.e., injection order). A

particularly attractive feature of highly viscous multiphase flows
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
is the possibility of initiating self-lubrication flow phenomena to

build elaborate 3D fluid configurations using simple 2D designs,

which are more suitable for standard lithographic methods that

only require a minimal technical overhead (i.e., because fluid

injections normal to the plane of the device are not necessary).

Optical imaging is performed using a fast digital camera, and 2D

movies of the evolving pattern formation resulting from isolated

or interacting instabilities are recorded before the miscible liquids

completely intermix. Although the complex 3D viscosity and

velocity fields associated with the unstable flows within the

microgeometries cannot be deconvolved from simple 2D movies,

the contrast in refractive index of the different liquids prior to full

intermixing provides a high level of insight into the flow fields

arising from the instabilities.
3. Two-fluid flow instabilities

3.1. Propagating fluid arrangements in a square channel

Depending upon the details of the injection geometry, the fluids

chosen for each port, and the injection rates, it is possible for

lower-viscosity liquids to fully encapsulate higher-viscosity

liquids. Indeed,microflowsmade of parallel layers of fluids having

significantly different viscosities tend to self-organize into flow

structures that minimize dissipation. Lower-viscosity fluid

components tend to migrate into regions having higher shear

stresses, i.e., near the solidwalls; whereas, thicker, higher-viscosity

fluid components tend to migrate into regions having lower shear

stresses, i.e., near the channel axis. This yields the formation of

self-lubricated threads of higher-viscosity fluids surrounded by co-

flowing lower viscosity fluids. This phenomenon, however,

depends on the initial conditions (i.e., injection scheme, geometry,

and rates and also upstream flow history). In practice, although

microchannels have finite lengths, useful flow arrangements, such

as threads or other stratified flows, can still be produced over short
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10573–10582 | 10575
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propagation distances from the injection region. In the following,

we examine the flow morphology in the ‘‘square channel’’ region,

which lies downstream from the injection region, yet upstream

from the diverging channel region [Fig. 1].

We turn our attention to the formation of two-fluid flows in a

square channel of height h using a variety of symmetric injection

ports. The most elementary configuration corresponds to a single

focusing section with only two liquids, one being higher-

viscosity, or ‘‘viscous’’ (V), and the other being lower-viscosity,

or ‘‘fluid’’ (F) [Fig. 2(a) and (b)]. When the thicker fluid V is

injected in the central channel and the less viscous fluid F is

introduced in the side-channels, we observe the formation of a

single viscous thread of diameter 3 lubricated by the less viscous

fluid [Fig. 2(a)]. Using both miscible and immiscible Newtonian

fluid pairs,34,69 this regime occurs for relatively large viscosity

contrasts c ¼ h1/h2 ¼ hV/hF > 15. Optical measurements of the

central stream width 3 show good agreement with the asymptotic

solution 3/h¼ (4/2)1/2, where the flow rate ratio is 4¼Q1/Q2. This

scaling form can be analytically deduced by considering a

circular duct when c [ 1 and 3/h � 1. The absence of c in this

relationship gives evidence of the full lubrication of the viscous

thread. This regime corresponds to an asymptotic behavior

where the liquid V forms a core that undergoes plug flow (i.e. has

a flat velocity profile); this core is convected in the parabolic

Poiseuille flow of F.

The complementary situation, characterized by the fluid F

being introduced in the central channel and the fluidV injected in

the side-channels, yields a completely different scenario, since V

remains in its initial location near the walls. In this case, the

flowing liquids simply form parallel layers and the fluid F forms a

central stream of width d with the high-viscosity fluid in creeping

flow near the sidewalls. Recent experimental findings70 showed

that in square microchannels such viscous-stratified flows display

a central stream width such as d/h ¼ [1 + (4c1/2)�1]�1. This
Fig. 2 Basic configurations of two co-flowing fluids in square micro-

channels, beyond the injection region. Schematics are cross-sectional

views of 3D fluid compositions (V: higher viscosity, F: lower viscosity),

propagating normal to the page in square microchannels, hypothesized

from 2D experimental images taken from the top (i.e. perpendicular to

the flow direction). In (a)–(f), top and side boundaries of squares are glass

and silicon, respectively. Two ports: (a) lubricated thread, (b) viscosity-

stratified flow. Three ports: (c) lubricated thread in the central stream of a

viscosity-stratified flow (predicted, not inferred from observations), (d)

two lubricated threads. Four ports: (e) three lubricated threads, (f) two

lubricated threads in the central stream of a viscosity-stratified flow

(predicted, not inferred from observations).

10576 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10573–10582
empirical relationship is deduced from the solution of the Stokes

equation in a Hele-Shaw geometry with a flat interfacial region:66

d/h ¼ [1 + (4c)�1]�1. In square channels, however, the stress

condition at the fluid interface must be modified similar to the 2D

free-shear layer problem of parallel streams of different viscosi-

ties,71 and experiments have shown that d scales with 4c1/2 in

square channels while d scales with 4c in plane channels. Self-

lubrication effects also yield an interfacial curvature as the less

viscous fluid tend to occupy the high-shear region near the top

and bottom walls [Fig. 2(b)]. The dependence of stream widths

on fluid viscosities is useful for the development of miniature

viscometers.72

Using three and four injection ports with only two different

miscible fluids provides a means of building elaborate fluid

structures. The two basic flow configurations previously dis-

cussed can serve as a guide to test other possibilities and

manipulate fluid arrangements at the microscale. For instance,

the configuration ‘‘VFV’’ is expected to give a single thread with

viscous strata at the walls and configuration ‘‘FVF’’ yields two

threads [Fig. 2(c) and (d)]. Four injection ports form more

complex patterns with either three threads [Fig. 2(e)] or two

threads flowing in the central stream of a stratified flow

[Fig. 2(f)]. The configurations associated with two and three

threads have been tested experimentally using both sequential

and simultaneous injection scheme. Using a mass conservation

argument,64 it has been deduced that a thread propagating off-

center does not have a circular cross-section; instead, the thread

has an ellipsoidal cross-section due to the velocity field in a

square channel. In general, the observed thread widths are in

good accord with the thread-forming principle when applied to a

symmetric injection scheme at the small scale.
3.2. Instabilities of viscous threads

The lubricated thread configuration offers the advantages of

controlling both the residence time and the interfacial area of

streams of higher viscosity materials surrounded by co-flowing

streams of low-viscosity ‘‘solvents’’ simply by adjusting the

injection flow rates. A thread that is well aligned with the axis of

a compact and straight microchannel is relatively robust and

does not experience significant destabilizing stresses. However, in

other cases, viscous instabilities occur. We have identified two

basic instabilities for threads, namely (1) a folding instability57

that results when threads are subject to a compressive stress and

deceleration along the flow direction in a diverging channel, and

(2) a viscous swirling instability that results when a thread is

significantly sheared in a velocity gradient of the less viscous

fluid, i.e., near the channel’s side-walls.64

3.2.1. Diverging flows: thread folding. Diverging slit micro-

channels constitute basic microfluidic designs and are important

for scaling up processes (e.g., for recovering soft materials from

microchannels). In extensional flows, the convective acceleration

in the Navier–Stokes equation is non negligible, and dynamic

stresses are exerted on fluid structures. For instance, a droplet

typically elongates along the flow direction in a converging

channel and deforms normal to the main flow direction in a

diverging channel.73 Similarly, continuous slender structures

deform in extensional flow fields and lubricated threads are
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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observed to buckle in diverging channels [Fig. 3]. For moderate

viscosity contrasts, a thread simply enlarges (i.e. expands its

diameter) along the diverging flow direction, whereas for very

large c, the thread’s thickness remains essentially constant along

the flow direction, and the thread buckles rather than dilates.74

The folding frequency is linearly related to the injection flow rate

in the folding regime for large threads.57 Diverging channels also

form an effective transition zone between compact channels,

which facilitate thread lubrication, and planar channels, which

favors viscosity-stratified flows. As a result, threads can experi-

ence a non-linear lubrication failure in the diverging channel.75

The folding instability also occurs for multiple threads. To

examine the crossover between single andmultiple thread folding,

we progressively increase Q1 to observe the transition from a

single thread to two threads [Fig. 3(a)–(c)]. In the two-thread case,

the fact that filaments are lubricated allows for manipulating their

distance with the virtual interface between Q1 and Q3, which

follows the relationship d/h ¼ [1 + (Q1/Q3)
�1]�1 since the viscosity

ratio between L1 and L3 is unity. For small d, the two threads are

observed to phase-lock, i.e., they fold in tandem. Fig. 3(d) shows

the formation and folding of threads using the channel design

shown in Fig. 1(b). Overall, the folding instability increases the

threads’ surface areas, thereby facilitating faster intermixing of

higher and lower viscosity liquids downstream.

3.2.2. Off-center threads in velocity gradients: swirling insta-

bility. Another basic viscous thread instability occurs in straight

channels for lubricated filaments located near the solid walls.

While exploring the range of parameters for two threads in a

square channel, we observed the development of a shear-induced

instability64 for large thread separations d and small thread
Fig. 3 Methods for creating single and multiple threads of a higher

viscosity liquid, surrounded by a lower-viscosity liquid, that fold as they

co-flow into diverging channels. The viscosity contrast between the low-

and the high-viscosity fluids is c¼ 83, flow rates are in ml min�1. (a) Single

folding for two ports, Q1 ¼ 5, Q2 ¼ 13 (adapted from ref. 57). (b) Two

threads in close proximity fold in tandem (i.e. strongly phase-locked),

Q1 ¼ 5, Q2 ¼ 1, Q3 ¼ 10. (c) Two well-separated threads folding, Q1 ¼ 5,

Q2 ¼ 5, Q3 ¼ 10 (adapted from ref. 64). (c) Formation of three well-

separated threads by a spider-type injection that fold in the diverging

region, Q1 ¼ 1, Q2 ¼ 20, Q3 ¼ 2, Q4 ¼ 20 (adapted from ref. 69).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
thickness 3. To represent the flow destabilization process, the

velocity field of the less viscous fluid F is displayed in Fig. 4(a). In

the high-shear region (i.e., near the side-walls), the velocity

differential on either side of the thread destabilizes its slender

viscous structure over time and distance [Fig. 4(b)], yielding an

evolving pattern that is reminiscent of the Kelvin–Helmholtz

instability of a single planar interface. Although the deformation

process is continuous, four basic steps are identified with (a) the

development of the most dominant wavelength l along the

thread, (b) the local accumulation of viscous fluid in ‘‘bulbs’’, (c)

the thinning of the tails connecting bulbs, and (d) the detachment

of bulbs from their neighbors to form independent viscous swirls.

As expected for finite objects in a shear flow, swirls rotate during

advection and can also pair up. Here, small Reynolds numbers

have been investigated, and there is no significant drift in the low

shear region.

Using a single fluid pair having large viscosity contrast hV/hF¼
83, we have shown that the mean wavelength of destabilization l

normalized by the thread diameter 3 is inversely proportional to

the thread separation d according to l/3 z 2.3/d. We have

devised a simple scaling model for predicting this behavior based

on the viscous-elastic analogy.76 Experiments involving a single

thread aligned off-centered from the channel axis show a similar

shear-induced swirling instability.69 This regime is important,

since it enables the formation of discrete fluid elements (i.e.,

ephemeral swirls reminiscent of droplets) using miscible fluids in

a continuous flow configuration.
4. Three-fluid flow instabilities

4.1. Propagating fluid arrangements in a square channel

In this section, we examine the multi-fluid flow configurations for

a system composed of three miscible Newtonian fluids, one being
Fig. 4 Swirling instability of two miscible threads in a straight, square-

cross-section microchannel, downstream from the injection region. (a)

Schematic of the main velocity profile U in the channel middle plane

(lower part). Two lubricated threads (purple) near the channel axis

remain relatively stable to shear-induced perturbations, but experience

flow-induced torques due to the velocity gradient in the lower-viscosity

liquid (light green). Hypothesized cross-sectional view of the square

microchannel having two off-center threads, just after formation, prior to

the development of the swirling instability further downstream (upper

part). (b) Optical microscopic observations of the development of the

viscous swirling instability for a miscible thread near the channel side-

walls, three injection ports, viscosity contrast c ¼ hV/hF ¼ 83, flow rates

in ml min�1: Q1 ¼ 20, Q2 ¼ 3, Q3 ¼ 20. Images shown are closer to the

injection region (top) and further downstream (bottom) where the growth

of the instability causes the formation of uniform swirls (adapted from

ref. 64).

Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10573–10582 | 10577
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very viscous (V), one being moderately viscous (M), and one

being less viscous, i.e. fluid (F). Given the large number of

potential injection scenarios, we restrict our discussion to a

sequential fluid injection involving three ports [Fig. 1(a)]. As

fluids and injection ports are distinguishable, their permutation

leads to the six basic configurations displayed in Fig. 5. These

configurations, labeled from (a) to (f), are hypothesized from the

encapsulation mechanisms observed in two-fluid systems using

the superposition principle of creeping flows.

In the two first configurations, (a) and (b), F is injected near the

sidewalls, which leads to the formation of compound threads

having either a highly-viscous core wrapped by M, which in turn

is enveloped by F [Fig. 5(a)] or a thread ofMwith threads ofV on

both sides [Fig. 5(b)]. Although, theses flow arrangements are

logically deduced from their two-fluid counterparts, their

experimental behavior in a diverging channel corroborate our

hypothesis since the configuration (a) leads to the symmetric

folding of V within a layer of M surrounded by F, and configu-

ration (b) produces the folding of the two side threads.69

Configurations (c) and (d) consist of injecting M near the side-

walls. Configuration (c) has not been experimentally examined,

but we speculate that such flow arrangement is a priori possible.

The configuration (d), where two threads are located at the

interface between F and M fluids, has been extensively investi-

gated in laboratory experiments and leads to very intriguing

dynamics that we describe as a case study in the next section.

Finally, configurations (e) and (f) occur when V is injected near

the sidewalls. Assuming that the highly viscous liquids form

effective ‘‘viscous walls’’, the proposed configurations are plau-

sible for strongly stratified flows.
4.2. Parallel flows

In a straight square microchannel involving three different

miscible fluids, the configuration shown in Fig. 5(d) displays a

wide range of different dynamical behaviors. A series of
Fig. 5 Basic steady-state flow configurations of three fluids (V: highest

viscosity, M: medium viscosity, F: lowest viscosity) in a square-cross-

section microchannel, downstream from the injection region, propa-

gating normal to the page, hypothesized from encapsulation mechanisms

based on 2D observations of simpler two-fluid flows. (a) and (b) show

different types of lubricated compound threads, (c) and (e) each show a

lubricated thread in the central stream of a viscosity-stratified flow

(predicted, not inferred from observations), (d) two threads at the

interface of a viscosity-stratified flow, (f) double viscosity-stratified flow

(predicted, not inferred from observations).
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experiments77 using the microdevice shown in Fig. 1(a), has

revealed that two viscous threads, made of V (L2 with h2 ¼
500 cP), are localized at the interface between the central stream,

made of a thin diffusive fluid F (L1 with h1 ¼ 0.5 cP), and

stratifications made of a medium viscosity fluidM (L3 with h3 ¼
6 cP). In this case, the main velocity field corresponds to a typical

stratified flow with a faster-moving central region and a slower-

moving creeping flow at the walls [Fig. 6(a)]. By virtue of our

injection system, viscous threads are placed at the strongly

sheared interface between F and M and can readily be destabi-

lized by the swirling instability. In the stratified flow configura-

tion, the less viscous fluid in the center effectively ‘‘slips’’ on the

more viscous fluids, which changes the boundary conditions

compared to a solid wall.

Fig. 6(b) shows the stability diagram for the threads of V

where the normalized average thread spacing d/h is plotted as a

function of the volume fraction of the viscous fluid V, a2 ¼ Q2/

(Q1 +Q2 +Q3). The thread–thread distance d, which is measured

as the average length between estimated thread centers, depends

on the flow rate ratio, Q1/Q3, and a2 provides a measure of the

threads’ size. A typical experiment consists in fixing Q2 and Q3

and increasing Q1. In this case, a single operating parameter can

dramatically change flow morphologies. For the range of

parameters investigated, we find that these highly structured

flows present three basic configurations.

The stable configuration corresponds to a parallel viscosity-

stratified flow and occurs for d/h < 0.33. Threads propagate

stably for small d because the threads are located near the

channel axis in the low-shear region. As d increases, arrays of

swirls are observed along the threads in the square channel

[Fig. 6(c)-(ii)]. For dimensionless thread–thread spacings above a

critical value of d/h � 0.6, experimental observations show very

distorted flows that are characterized by a large central core that

undulates and a variety of transient bursts in the channel. In this
Fig. 6 Behavior of two threads of V at the interface of a viscosity-

stratified flow made of F (central region) and M (near the walls). (a)

Schematic of the velocity profile U in the middle plane. (b) Stability

phase-diagram where the thread mean distance d is measured as a func-

tion of the viscous liquid V volume fraction a2 ¼ Q2/(Q1 + Q2 + Q3):

stable flow (:), appearance of viscous swirls (C), and strongly unstable

flows (-). (c) Experimental micrographs taken at a distance x/h z 20

downstream from port 3, flow rates in ml min�1,Q2¼ 10,Q3¼ 25: (i)Q1¼
15, (ii) Q1 ¼ 20, (iii) Q1 ¼ 50, and (iv) Q1 ¼ 100.
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case the unsteady nature of this flow results from the strong

interplay between the large interfacial shearing between F andM,

and the strong development of the swirling instability near the

walls. The transition between the viscous swirl flows and highly

unstable flows is more apparent when examining the resulting

flow in a diverging channel. Overall, the flow becomes unstable

for large thread spacing d and small thread volume fraction a2,

which is essentially similar to off-center threads that experience

torques driven by velocity gradients in a single-phase flow.

4.3. Diverging flows

We next turn our attention to the flow behavior of the configu-

ration shown in Fig. 5(d) further downstream in the diverging

channel. When the inlet flow is stable (i.e., d/h < 0.33), typical

morphologies consist of a central diffusive region made of F with

asymmetrical thread folding of V in a side flow ofM [Fig. 7]. The

disparity in viscosity between F and M produces a significant

velocity difference between the fast central region and the slow

side-flow. The velocity difference between each of the sheath

flows prevents threads from folding at the V–F interface (i.e.,

inward towards the channel’s centerline) and the folding
Fig. 7 Examples of intermittent flow morphologies in the diverging

channel region for stable inlet flows fixed at Q1 ¼ 15, Q2 ¼ 10, and Q3 ¼
25 in ml min�1: (a) Dendrite flow (observed: left; schematic: right), and (b)

Fishbone flow (observed: left; schematic: right). (c) Evolution of the

dimensionless wavelength l/h as a function of normalized radius r/h from

a virtual source at the end of the square microchannel: dendrite (,), solid

line fits: l/h ¼ 0.18 + 0.88(r/h)�1; fishbone (B), solid line: smoothed

values. (d) Spatial evolution of the dimensionless finger length t/h. Inset:

dimensionless length versus dimensionless wavelength (lines: smoothed

values from experimental data).
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phenomenon remains restricted to the V–M interface (i.e.,

outward from the channel’s centerline). Although threads fold

asymmetrically with a deformation that does not propagate

completely through the fast central stream, threads remain

hydrodynamically coupled (i.e., phase-locked) and form, along

with the low-viscosity fluid, an effective structure, which regu-

larly undulates. In addition, the highly diffusive behavior of the

low-viscosity oil F tends to blur the thread interface near the

channel center and blended segments of threads resemble fingers.

The convected fingering patterns display a relatively complex

intermittent flow behavior. In particular, although the inlet

conditions are steady, we observe a feedback between the initial

thread–thread separation d in the square channel and the flow

patterns seen in the diverging channel. For a given set of

flow rates, the system displays bistability between ‘‘dendrite’’

flow regimes for larger d [Fig. 7(a)] and ‘‘fishbone’’ flow regimes

for smaller d [Fig. 7(b)]. The dendrite flow shows finger-like

protrusions that can branch along the interface between the

fluids. The fishbone flow shows an alternating arrangement of

unbranched finger-like protrusions that is linked to the alter-

nating folds of the folding instability. A large-scale buckling of

the entire structure made of V and F characterizes the transition

between regimes.

We quantitatively compare patterns by measuring the

apparent finger wavelength l and length t as a function of the

radius r from the virtual source, which is located at (x, y) ¼ (�h/

2, 0) from the junction between square and diverging channels. A

straight line is first digitally drawn between each finger node. The

center of the line defines the polar coordinates of the associated

finger (r, q), the length of the line corresponds to the finger

wavelength l, and the finger length t is the distance from the

finger apex to its coordinate [Fig. 7(a) – right]. As expected for a

source flow in a sector, the finger wavelength l is overall inversely

proportional to the distance r [Fig. 7(c)]. The finger length t is

observed to increase along the flow direction [Fig. 7(d)]. For r/h >

4, the significant scatter in data during dendrite flow results in

part from the lateral buckling of fingers that produce branched

structures. In these graphs, the general behavior is indicated with

solid trend lines that permit the average length t to be related to

the main wavelength l for both cases [see Fig. 7(d) – inset].

Experimental findings suggest a linear relationship between t and

l, which is in overall agreement with the idea of the mass

conservation in a finger experiencing a linear rate of deforma-

tion, as would be expected for a solenoidal velocity field,71 since

diffusion and compressibility effects can be neglected as a first

order approximation.

The viscous fingers that appear in the diverging channel region

(i.e. for 2 # r/h # 6) display a broad range of morphologies

depending on initial thread size, fluid viscosities, and flow rates

[Fig. 8]. Since the fingers are oriented normal to the thread’s local

flow direction, defined by the angle q, the decelerating flow field

produces an effective lateral compression of the overall structure

that can expand into multiple dendrite layers. For instance,

Fig. 8(a) shows the resulting growth of one, two, and three layers

of relatively large fingers. The flow pattern, here, suggests the

shape of a ‘‘cactus’’. During the complex buckling of the meta-

structure formed by fluids V and F, medium-sized fingers can

deform with a large aspect ratio [Fig. 8(b)]. In this case, we label

the flow morphology as ‘‘forest’’. Finally, thin threads separated
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10573–10582 | 10579
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Fig. 8 Detailed examples of the typical evolution of viscous dendrites

from upstream to downstream regions of a diverging channel (arranged

in columns from top to bottom). Images are oriented along q, the local

flow direction. Finger growth results from convective deceleration (flow

rates are in ml min�1): (a) ‘‘Cactus’’ flows exhibiting branched dendrites

for thicker threads, Q1 ¼ 15, Q2 ¼ 10, Q3 ¼ 25. (b) ‘‘Forest’’ flows for

medium-size threads, Q1 ¼ 10, Q2 ¼ 5, Q3 ¼ 20. (c) ‘‘Cilia’’ flows for thin

threads, top image: Q1 ¼ 0.5, Q2 ¼ 5, Q3 ¼ 20; bottom two images: Q1 ¼
10, Q2 ¼ 15, Q3 ¼ 55.

Fig. 9 Time-series of details of the swirls that form in a diverging

channel and propagate downstream (time between successive frames is

6.25 ms). The markers * and + identify evolution of specific swirls, flow

rates in ml min�1. (a) Marginally unstable inlet flow, Q1 ¼ 10, Q2 ¼ 5,

Q3 ¼ 20; dendrites are sheared, yielding some swirling features. (b) Well-

formed viscous swirling flows, Q1 ¼ 20, Q2 ¼ 10, Q3 ¼ 25.
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by a small distance d can develop into compact and very large

aspect ratio arrangements than can buckle into multiple

branches. Such shapes are reminiscent of ‘‘cilia’’ [Fig. 8(c)].

In all cases, it is important to consider that the formation of

multiple layered viscous dendrites in our system results from the

asymmetrical buckling of threads. The resulting morphologies

suggest those observed during the Saffman–Taylor fingering

instability, chemically induced growth processes, and solidifica-

tion fronts. Our 2D observations do not provide a full 3D view of

the compositions of the flowing fluids in the diverging channel

region, so any interpretation of the visualized flow patterns

necessarily involves making extrapolations that are speculative.

Despite this caveat, one possible interpretation of the complex

flow patterns in Fig. 7 involves a fingering instability interacting

with a folding instability. Since the centrally injected flow is the

least viscous liquid, the visible boundaries of flow fronts

emerging from the central region in the diverging channel may

finger as the least viscous liquid is driven by the extensional flows

(roughly perpendicular to the deceleration along the flow direc-

tion) into the more viscous liquids outside. The relatively thin

thread-like regions of highest viscosity liquid provide good

refractive-index contrast as a marker for these flow fronts.

However, as the fingering penetration of the least viscous liquid

begins to occur, two threads of the largest viscosity liquid are also

folding, thereby creating a modulation of the fingering front.

This modulation is especially evident in the alternating fishbone

pattern [Fig. 7(b)]; the tendency of viscous fingers to branch in

diverging flows is more evident in the dendrite pattern [Fig. 7(a)].

Although this combination of instabilities is only one possible

interpretation, it highlights the general idea that two or more

viscous instabilities can be combined to produce interesting and

complex flow patterns in microfluidic devices. A closely related

phenomenon occurs during the folding of viscous layers in
10580 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10573–10582
dissimilar media, which has been theoretically examined in the

context of structural geology.78 The presence of walls and

complex velocity fields in our case, however, prevents a direct

comparison with this case.

For effective thread distances above the critical value d/h >

0.33, arrays of viscous swirls appear along the threads in the

square inlet microchannel. In this case, swirls can compete with

the ‘‘dendrite instability’’ previously discussed in the diverging

channel. Fig. 9 shows two sets of images obtained from high-

speed movies for the cases when (a) the flow is marginally

unstable, i.e., a few swirls appears along the threads (d/h � 0.33)

and when (b) swirls are well developed along the threads (d/h �
0.36). Such flows lead to very complex dynamics since viscous

swirls are not necessarily all detached from one another before

they enter the diverging channel. In both case, the decelerating

flow produce an alternate arrangement of swirls, similar to

droplets formed between immiscible liquids in diverging chan-

nels.23 Here, since the fluids are miscible, structures made of

viscous fingers and swirls become compressed along the flow

direction in the divergence and form complex diffusive archi-

tectures, which nevertheless remain distinguishable over short

time periods using bright-field microscopic imaging.

Finally, for large thread distances, d/h > 0.6, the inlet flow in

the square channel becomes rather complex and the resulting

patterns observed in the diverging channel display chaotic

behavior. In this case, the proportion of low-viscosity oil F is

large compared to M and V [i.e., a1 ¼ Q1/(Q1 + Q2 + Q3) > 0.5)

and the central stream occupies most of the diverging channel. As

a result, viscous swirls become rapidly surrounded with F, and a

wide range of ‘‘turbid’’ flow patterns is observed. Fig. 10 shows a

few examples of these structures composed of (a) assemblies of

interacting swirls that vaguely resemble van Karman vortex

streets, (b) multiple diffusive swirls joined together in complex

manifolds, and (c) viscous heterogeneous flows composed of F,

M, and V.

Overall, the formation of such highly unstable microflows

using three Newtonian fluids having different viscosities suggests
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 10 Examples of chaotic miscible flow structures in the diverging channel region for large thread–thread separations d, flow rates in ml min�1. Three

examples are shown at each set of flow rates. (a) Q1 ¼ 50, Q2 ¼ 10, Q3 ¼ 25. (b) Q1 ¼ 100, Q2 ¼ 5, Q3 ¼ 15. (c) Q1 ¼ 200, Q2 ¼ 10, Q3 ¼ 25.
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an analogy with hydrodynamic turbulence at large Re and elastic

turbulence at low Re. Indeed, these unstable flows are charac-

terized by highly irregular spatio-temporal structures and

enhanced mixing.79 As the term ‘‘viscous turbulence’’ however

would be extremely misleading, for clarity, we prefer the term

‘‘viscous heterogeneous flows’’ (or ‘‘viscous chaotic flows’’) owing

to the fact that many of the phenomena observed are based on

the initial flow structures and the evolution of the local viscosity

as fluid mix in the system. Here, we show that non-linear

deformation processes of miscible interfaces through folding and

swirling instability in microgeometries qualitatively enhance

mixing of Newtonian fluids at low Re. Further work is required

to quantitatively define the efficiency of mixing of differing-

viscosity miscible fluids in microfluidic systems.
5. Conclusion

In this perspective on the formation, structure, and dynamics of

miscible multiphase flows of differing-viscosity fluids in micro-

fluidics, we have emphasized how different fluid injection

scenarios and geometries can be used to produce lubricated

threads, viscosity-stratified flows, or combinations of both. The

control of lubricated threads offer a new route for manipulating

thick substances at the microscale. We have described basic

thread instabilities, including folding and swirling instabilities, as

well as more complex flow patterns that result from the inter-

action of two or more basic instabilities. Insights gained from

studies of two-fluid flows have enabled us to infer morphologies

of three-fluid flows in parallel and extensional geometries.

Moreover, for the case study of a three-fluid flow in the diverging

channel region, it is likely that the alternating undulations,

resulting from the folding instability of the two highly viscous

threads, play an important role in setting the initial conditions

for penetration of the least viscous liquid into the more viscous

liquids via a second instability – the fingering instability.

This work provides a mere glimpse into the broad and largely

unexplored realm of interacting fluid instabilities, particularly

viscous instabilities which can be readily produced in micro-

fluidic devices. In the three-fluid case, we show the existence of

specific injection scheme that leads to intricate flow behaviors. In

particular, the transition from ordered to disordered flows is
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
achieved by simply increasing the flow rate of the less viscous

central stream. The development of secondary instabilities for

three-fluid flows suggests that introducing miscible additives

having different viscosities in the appropriate flow configuration

may help achieve rapid mixing at the small scale.

Beyond creating new experiments to further explore a wide

variety of interacting fluid instabilities, many important theo-

retical challenges remain. An example of a simpler scenario

would be solving coupled time- and space-dependent non-linear

partial differential equations for the evolving velocity and

viscosity fields, which incorporate aspects of convection and

diffusion subject to boundary conditions that reflect injection

flow-rate conditions and wall surface properties. Much higher

levels of complexity in the dynamical equations of motion for the

flowing material and its local compositional changes are of

course possible. For instance, in some cases, soft materials

exhibiting non-Newtonian rheological properties over certain

ranges of compositions could dramatically alter the dynamical

pattern formation.

A complete set of rules for predicting the dominance of a given

instability over another, depending upon materials, geometry,

and flow conditions, has yet to be developed. Some instabilities

do not occur below a well-defined ‘‘critical’’ onset value of a

dimensionless parameter, based on the evolutionary equations,

whereas other instabilities do not exhibit a critical onset. Thus,

competition between different instabilities may be seen only in

certain regimes of control parameters; in other regimes, the

dominance of a particular instability may be very nearly

complete, thereby suppressing any others. Moreover, beyond

onset criteria, growth rates of two or more instabilities could be

different, and these growth rates could also play an important

role in controlling dominance of one type of instability over

another. For instance, one instability may have an earlier onset

but slower growth, thereby dominating upstream in the micro-

channel, whereas a second instability may have a larger growth

rate, thereby enabling it to out-compete and dominate over the

first instability downstream. Moreover, the first instability could

provide a modulation or envelope which affects the patterns

formed by the second instability downstream.

An important experimental challenge is obtaining fully three-

dimensional high-speed volume movies of interacting
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 10573–10582 | 10581
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instabilities, even as they occur in quasi-two-dimensional

‘‘sandwich’’ geometries. Although interacting instabilities can be

highly complex even for simple incompressible Newtonian

liquids, the introduction of non-Newtonian and anisotropic

liquid materials in controlled microfluidic geometries would add

yet further possibilities for tuning and altering the nature of

interacting instabilities.
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